2021 State Softball and Horseshoes
October 16th, 2021 9am-5pm
110 Softball Dr, Carencro, LA 70520

Deadlines & Due Dates







All Entries: 9/20/21 by 4:00 PM
Athlete Packets (includes the athlete medical form): 9/27/21 by 4:00 PM
All Coach and Unified Partner Certification Requirements: 9/27/21 by 4:00 PM
All Participants and Coaches must complete the COVID-19 Code of Conduct and
Communicable Disease Waiver (attached in the packet). If you have completed this already
for another event, there is no need to complete again.
Participants must Pre-Register for the event using the spreadsheet that will accompany this
packet. This spreadsheet will be sent to the area directors and they will submit entries to the
state office.
Please complete the attached softball team rating form for registered teams as well. This will
be due on 9/27/21

COVID-19 SAFETIES AND PROTOCOLS


Please refer to our return to play guidelines on our website at this link for the most up to date
covid protocols. https://www.laso.org/return-2-play.html

Competition







For softball, we will offer both coaches pitch/teeball and unified team competition. Please
note on the entry form, which option you choose. Please make sure to list team name.
For horseshoes, we will offer singles and unified doubles. You must choose one or the other.
If you choose unified doubles, the athlete and partner must throw the same distance. Please
list team name as well.
I’ve included the updated horseshoes rules in this packet.
Updated competition points of emphasis for softball will be shared 2 weeks out from the
event.
We will also schedule a coaches call for all horseshoes and softball coaches and it will be
the week of October 11th.

Allowed and Non-Allowed Expenses



SOLA will be providing meals for this event.
Meals provided by SOLA will be for athletes, coaches, unified partners, and volunteers only.
We will not provide food for families/spectators. Concessions will be available on site for
everyone.

Registration Qualifications
Athletes & Alternates:
 When registering, please be sure to assign a Supervised By person (Coach) to each
athlete.
 All participating athletes must have an accurate and current Athlete Registration Packet.
The Athlete registration packet can be found on our website here. All Athletes must have
valid medical form also.
 Any athlete that does not have an Athlete Packet before that deadline will be scratched
and replaced by that area’s alternate. THERE WILL BE NO DATE EXTENSIONS ON THE
DUE DATE FOR ATHLETE PACKETS AND COACH CERTIFICATIONS. THERE WILL
BE NO EXCEPTIONS. Please make arrangements to get this required information ASAP!

Coaches and Unified Partners:


All Class-A Volunteers (Coaches and Unified Partners) must have the appropriate
certifications by the deadlines stated above or they will be scratched. Softball and
horseshoes certifications are available on our website at https://www.laso.org/class-avolunteers.html

Game Day Registration Procedures


Please review all coaching resources, including the code of contact, before arrival.

HORSESHOES
TRADITIONAL EVENTS

Traditional Singles (10’,20’,30’,40’)
Traditional Doubles (10’,20’,30’40’)

UNIFIED EVENTS

Unified Doubles (10,20,30’,40’)

The Official Special Olympics Sports Rules for Horseshoes shall govern all Special Olympics competitions. SpecialOlympics
has created these rules based National Horseshoe Pitchers Association (NHPA) rules, which shall be employed except
when they are in conflict with the Official Special Olympics Sports Rules for Horseshoes.

RULES OF COMPETITION
UNIFORM SPECIFICATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Players will dress in a manner which will bring credit to them and the sport of Horseshoes.
Players must wear closed-toed shoes that will not damage or disrupt the court surface.
Shirts that identify the Special Olympics program are preferred.
Prohibited apparel
a. Cutoffs, tank tops, sleeveless t-shirts or anything with advertisements or inappropriate subject matter.
The Horseshoes Sport Management Team or sport official shall have the authority to bar offenders from
competition until they comply with the rule.

GENERAL RULES
1.
2.
3.

4.

Team Competition
a. Traditional doubles shall consist of two (2) athletes per team.
b. Unified doubles shall consist of one (1) athlete and one (1) Unified partner.
Qualification Score
a. A qualification score is required for each competitor entered in individual or doubles competition.
b. The qualification score shall be the basis for division placement in Summer Games.
Pitching Distance
a. The Horseshoes Sport Management Team will place athletes in the appropriate divisions based on qualification
scores.
b. Individuals may be placed in divisions for 10-foot, 20-foot, 30-foot or 40-foot pitching distances.
c. Doubles teams will compete in 10-foot, 20-foot, 30-foot or 40-foot distances with both teammates
pitching from the same distance.
d. Unified doubles teams will compete in either 20-foot, 30-foot or 40-foot distances with both teammates
pitching from the same distance.
e. Pitching stakes for contestants will be 40 feet. Foul lines for those who pitch shall be in categories
i. 40-foot pitchers will stand next to the stake and pitch.
ii. 30-foot pitchers will stand 10 feet in front of the stake.
iii. 20-foot pitchers will stand 20 feet in front of the stake.
iv. 10-foot pitchers will stand 30 feet in front of the stake.
f. Pitching is to be done on the platforms on the side of the pit area or directly in front of them if pitching is done
from a shorter distance.
g. In situations where the pitcher is standing at floor level pitching onto a raised pitching area, the tournament
officials shall calculate the increased pitching distance created by raised stake areas and adjust the foul line.
Choice of Pitch
a. Choice of pitch or follow shall be determined by the toss of a coin or a flipped-up shoe.
i. In successive games between the same players, the loser shall have a choice.
b. Duration of pitches (two shoes) is to be 30 seconds.
i. If a player stops and steps back for no other reason than to disturb his opponent, then the referee shall give
a warning to that pitcher.
ii. A second warning by the referee is a foul shoe, and shoe will be removed from the court.
c. A contestant must pitch his/her second shoe from the same side of the approach as his/her first shoe.
i. A contestant may pitch his/her shoe from the approach side of his/her choice during any inning of the game
as long as they are both pitched from the same side.
ii. Penalty
1) The second shoe shall be removed from the court.
d. A contestant may use no more than two (2) horseshoes during a contest.
i. Spare shoes are to be kept in a horseshoe box or somewhere off the court.
e. A contestant-pitched horseshoe which strikes an object such as a bird, dog, cat, a rolling shoe from another
court, a fellow contestant, etc. before landing shall be pitched over.
i. A pitched horseshoe striking a tree limb, an electrical wire, or the ceiling of an indoor facility, etc. shall not
be pitched over.
ii. Items that cannot be avoided call for a re-pitch; those items that can be avoided do not qualify for a re-pitch.
f. Any released horseshoe that has crossed the foul line shall be ruled a pitched shoe and cannot be re-pitched

unless covered by Rule 5-e.
If it is discovered during an inning that a contestant has pitched his/her opponent’s horseshoes, that entire
inning shall be replayed using the proper horseshoes.
5. Foul Shoes
a. Any shoe pitched by a contestant which lands outside the fair area of the opposite pitching box is a foul shoe.
b. Any shoe that lands in fair territory but hits the backstop or other objects and comes back into the pitching area
shall be called a foul shoe.
c. Foul shoes shall be removed from the opposite pitcher’s box.
d. A foul shoe shall not be scored or re-edited except in the score sheet column headed “shoes pitched.”
e. When a foul shoe disrupts the position of a shoe in a fair territory, the foul shoe is to be removed from the
pitching area and all other shoes area to remain as they are.
6. Practice Shoes
a. Between games, pitchers shall be limited to four (4) practice shoes once the scorekeeper and both pitchers are
on the court ready to proceed with the next game.
7. Broken Shoes
a. When a shoe lands in fair territory and breaks into separate parts, it shall be removed and the contestant is
allowed to pitch another shoe in its stead.
8. Measurements
a. Measurements to determine points shall be made with tape measure and/or a straight edge.
b. A ringer is declared when a shoe encircles the stake far enough to allow the touching of both heel caulks
simultaneously with a straight edge.
9. Scoring Rules
a. A game is divided into innings. Each inning is the pitching of two (2) shoes by each contestant.
b. The points shall be scored according to the position of the shoes at the end of the inning, that is, after the
contestants have each thrown two (2) shoes.
c. The player having the first pitch in a designated inning shall pitch two (2) shoes in succession before the other
player pitches two (2) shoes.
d. Players shall alternate first pitch, one (1) player having the first pitch in even number innings and the other
player in the odd number innings.
e. The winner of a game shall be the first person or team to score 15 points.
f. Scoring will be as follows
i. One (1) shoe that lands within 6 inches of the stake = one (1) point.
ii. One (1) shoe that touches any part of shoe to the stake is a leaner = two (2) points
iii. One (1) ringer (shoe that encircles stake) = three (3) points.
10. The Breakers
a. If tied, extra inning is played.
b. If still tied, each athlete will pitch two (2) shoes; closest to the stake wins.
c. If each competitor throws a ringer based on bullet (b) above, the next closest shoe wins.
g.

HORSESHOES
COURT AND EQUIPMENT
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

A court will occupy a level area of at least 50 feet (in a north-south direction if possible) by at least 10 feet, and consist
of two (2) pitcher’s boxes, each six (6) feet square with a stake in its exact center.
a. The pitcher’s boxes shall be located in such a manner that their front edges are parallel and the stakes are 40 feet
apart in the middle of the total area.
When a number of courts are constructed adjacent to each other as required for tournament play, the stakes of one
(1) court shall be at least 10 feet (12 feet preferable) from the stakes of the adjacent courts.
a. Foul lines in front of the pitcher’s boxes shall be in a straight line across the entire layout.
A shoe shall not exceed 7-1/4 inches in width, 7-5/8 inches in length, and shall not weigh more than 2lbs, 10 ounces.
a. On a parallel line 3/4 of an inch form the straight edge touching the points of the open end of the shoe, the
opening shall not exceed 3-1/2 inches.
Each pitcher’s box shall be six (6) feet square with the stake in the exact center and shall consist of an area of clay,
synthetic substance, dirt or sand into which the players throw their shoes.
The material around the stake may not be shoveled during a contest unless approved by a judge.
a. Contestants cannot mash or move material around the stake during a contest except to repair damage done by
picking up a buried shoe or damage done by the measuring of a shoe.
b. Contestants are responsible for leveling and watering the court scheduled for their next game. Contestants may
have someone do this job for them.
Every effort must be made to keep the substance around the stakes moist and in good shape to avoid bouncing ringers
and sliding ringers.
Stakes shall be one (1) inch in diameter - no longer.
a. They may be of cold-rolled steel, mild iron, soft metal, or synthetic material.
b. The top of each stake shall extend not less than 14 inches nor more than 15 inches above the level of the pitcher’s
platform on each side of the stake with a three (3) inch incline toward each other.
When a stake breaks during an inning, the game shall be discontinued at the end of the previous inning, and the stake
shall be repaired.
a. The contestants shall be allowed four (4) shoes to warm up and the game shall continue.
b. Tournament officials may opt to hold the completion of that game until another time if scheduling dictates.
c. Tournament officials may opt to move that game to another court while the repairs are being made.
d. A broken stake is defined as any stake not standing in the same position as when the inning started due to
whatever damage.

GENERAL RULES FOR DETERMINING QUALIFICATION SCORE
1.
2.
3.

4.

Purpose
a. To measure the participant’s ability for placement in an appropriate division for competition.
Equipment
a. A regulation court marked with lines between pits at 10-feet, 20-feet, and 30-feet.
Description
a. Each competitor tosses two (2) trials (10 horseshoes per trial) from their assigned (entered) distance (10-foot,
20-foot, 30-foot or 40-foot).
b. Each horseshoe should be removed from the pit before the next horseshoe is pitched.
Scoring
a. One (1) point is scored for each horseshoe that lands and stays in the pit.
b. Three (3) points are scored for each shoe that is around the stake.
c. Zero (0) points are scored for a shoe that does not stay in the pit.

40 feet
10 feet

Pit

20 feet

30 feet

Pit

COVID-19 Participant Code of Conduct
and Risk Assessment Form

I understand I could get Coronavirus through sports, training,
competition and/or any group activity at Special Olympics. I am choosing
to participate in sports, competition and/or other Special Olympics activities
at my own risk.
During the time these precautions are needed, I agree to the following to help keep me
and my fellow participants safe:
 If I have COVID-19 symptoms, I will stay at home and NOT go to any activities until 7
days after all of my symptoms are over. If I am exposed to COVID-19 and have no
symptoms, I can return 14 days after exposure.
 Special Olympics gave me education on Special Olympics rules for COVID-19 and who is
at high-risk.
 I know that if I have a high-risk condition, I have more risk that I could get sick or die
from COVID-19. If I have a high-risk condition, I should not go to Special Olympics
events in person, until there is little or no Coronavirus in my community,
 I know that before or when I get to a Special Olympics activity, they will ask me some
questions about symptoms and exposure to COVID-19. They may also take my
temperature. I will answer truthfully and participate fully.
 I will keep at least 6 ft/2m from all participants at all times.
 I will wear a mask at all times while at Special Olympics activities. I may not have to wear
it during active exercise.
 I will wash my hands for 20 seconds or use hand sanitizer before any activities. I will
wash my hands any time I sneeze, cough, go to the bathroom or get my hands dirty.
 I will avoid touching my face. I will cover my mouth when I cough or sneeze and
immediately wash my hands after.
 I will not share drinking bottles or towels with other people.
 I will only share equipment when instructed to. If equipment must be shared, I will only
touch the equipment if it is disinfected first.
 If I get or have had COVID, I will not go to any in-person Special Olympics events until 7
days after my symptoms end. I will go to my doctor and get written clearance before
returning to any sport or fitness activities.
 I understand that if I do not follow all of these rules, I may not be allowed to participate
in Special Olympics activities during this time.

COVID-19 Participant Code of Conduct
and Risk Assessment Form

I HAVE READ ALL OF THIS AGREEMENT OR HAVE HAD IT READ TO
ME AND AGREE TO FOLLOW THESE ACTIONS.

PARTICIPANT FULL NAME: _____________________________________________________
Phone: __________________________ Email: _____________________________
Circle one: Athlete

Unified Partner

Coach/Volunteer Family/Caregiver

Staff

PARTICIPANT SIGNATURE (required for adult (age 18+) participants, including adult
athlete with capacity to sign documents)
By signing this, I acknowledge that I have completely read and fully understand the
information in this form.
Signature: __________________________

Date: __________

PARENT/GUARDIAN SIGNATURE (required for participant who is a minor (younger than
age 18) or lacks capacity to sign documents)
I am a parent or guardian of the athlete/participant named above. I have read and
understand this form and have explained the contents to the participant as appropriate.
By signing, I agree to this form on my own behalf and on behalf of the participant.
Parent/Guardian Signature: ____________________________ Date: __________
Printed Name: ________________________
Relationship: __________________________

Fact Sheet on Who is at Higher Risk from
COVID-19

Subject to Change
Version: 7-2-2020
Who is at higher risk of COVID-19?
COVID-19 is a new disease and information is changing on who is more likely to get COVID-19 and
who is will have more complications. Based on currently available information and clinical
expertise, people with intellectual and developmental disabilities may be at higher risk of severe
illness resulting in death from COVID-19.
Current clinical guidance and information from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) and World Health Organization (WHO) lists those at high-risk for severe illness from COVID19 as:
• People 65 years and older. Risk increases with age.
• People who live in a nursing home or licensed long-term care facilities
Regardless of age, individuals with underlying conditions, such as the following, are or maybe at
increased risk of severe illness from COVID-19:
 People with chronic lung disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or moderate to
severe asthma
 People who have serious heart conditions (including heart failure, coronary artery disease,
congenital heart disease, cardiomyopathy, hypertension)
 People who are immunocompromised
o Many conditions can cause a person to be immunocompromised, including cancer
treatment, smoking, bone marrow or organ transplantation, immune deficiencies,
poorly controlled HIV or AIDS, and prolonged use of corticosteroids and other
immune weakening medications
 People with obesity (body mass index [BMI] of 30 or higher). To calculate BMI, refer to:
o https://www.cdc.gov/healthyweight/assessing/bmi/adult_bmi/english_bmi_calculato
r/bmi_calculator.html
 People with diabetes (Type 1 and 2)
 People with chronic kidney disease
 People with liver disease
 People with dementia
The list may change as evidence is learned. Please review the latest list of conditions that put
individuals at increased risk available at the CDC website (https://bit.ly/2VEJcSK)
If you are at a high risk, you may be putting yourself at risk when you return to activities with
Special Olympics. But, you may also put your family and your teammates at risk. If you have these
conditions, you should not return to Special Olympics in person activities until Phase 3.
If you have been diagnosed with COVID-19, you should consult with a healthcare professional for
written medical clearance before returning to Special Olympics in person activities as serious
cardiac, respiratory, and neurological issues may develop as a result of COVID-19.

WAIVER AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY, ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND INDEMNIFICATION
AGREEMENT FOR COMMUNICABLE DISEASES
(“Agreement”) for
SPECIAL OLYMPICS
In consideration of being allowed to participate in any way in Special Olympics sports training, competition or
fundraising activities, the undersigned acknowledges, appreciates, and agrees that:
1. Participation includes possible exposure to and illness from infectious and/or communicable diseases including but
not limited to MRSA, influenza, and COVID-19. While particular rules and personal discipline may reduce this risk,
the risk of serious illness and death does exist; and,
2. I KNOWINGLY AND FREELY ASSUME ALL SUCH RISKS, both known and unknown, EVEN IF ARISING
FROM THE NEGLIGENCE OF THE RELEASEES or others, and assume full responsibility for my participation;
and,
3. I willingly agree to comply with the stated and customary terms and conditions for participation as regards protection
against infectious diseases. If, however, I observe and any unusual or significant hazard during my presence or
participation, I will remove myself from participation and bring such to the attention of the nearest official
immediately; and,
4. I, for myself and on behalf of my heirs, assigns, personal representatives and next of kin, HEREBY RELEASE AND
HOLD HARMLESS Special Olympics, Inc, Special Olympics Louisiana their officers, officials, agents, and/or
employees, other participants, sponsoring agencies, sponsors, advertisers, and if applicable, owners and lessors of
premises used to conduct the event (“RELEASEES”), WITH RESPECT TO ANY AND ALL ILLNESS,
DISABILITY, DEATH, or loss or damage to person or property, WHETHER ARISING FROM THE
NEGLIGENCE OF RELEASEES OR OTHERWISE, to the fullest extent permitted by law.
I HAVE READ THIS RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND ASSUMPTION OF RISK AGREEMENT, FULLY
UNDERSTAND ITS TERMS, UNDERSTAND THAT I HAVE GIVEN UP SUBSTANTIAL RIGHTS BY
SIGNING IT, AND SIGN IF FREELY AND VOLUNTARILY WITHOUT ANY INDUCEMENT.
Name of Participant: ___________________________
Participant Signature:_____________________________
Date signed: ____________________
FOR PARTICIPANTS OF MINORITY AGE (UNDER AGE 18 AT THE TIME OF REGISTRATION)
This is to certify that I, as parent/guardian, with legal responsibility for this participant, have read and explained the
provisions in this waiver/release to my child/ward including the risks of presence and participation and his/her personal
responsibilities for adhering to the rules and regulations for protection against communicable diseases. Furthermore, my
child/ward understands and accepts these risks and responsibilities. I for myself, my spouse, and child/ward do consent
and agree to his/her release provided above for all the Releasees and myself, my spouse, and child/ward do release and
agree to indemnify and hold harmless the Releasees for any and all liabilities incident to my minor child’s/ward’s
presence or participation in these activities as provided above, EVEN IF ARISING FROM THEIR NEGLIGENCE, to the
fullest extent provided by law.

Name of parent/guardian: ______________________
Parent guardian/signature:______________________
Date signed: ___________________

Special Olympics North America - Softball Skills Assessment

Coach's Name:
Evaluator's Name:
Date of Evaluation:

Team Name:
Delegation:

Assessment for Team Play
A. Hitting
(one choice-

/

/

the most representative of the Team's skill level)

Needs direction on proper stance, grip, and place to stand (2)
Exhibits proper stance and grip, knows place to stand, but does not usually make
contact with the ball (3)
Occasionally makes contact, but is not familiar with what is a strike pitch (4)
Regularly makes contact, but does not hit the ball out of the infield (5)
Regularly makes contact and occasionally hits the ball to outfield (6)
Regularly makes contact and hits the ball with power and velocity (7)
Has the ability to place hit balls in opposite fields (8)
SCORE:

B. Fielding

(one choice- the most representative of the Team's skill level)

Is unable to make basic fielding plays (catching fly balls and/or grounders) (2)
Occasionally cleanly fields balls hit directly to them (3)
Cleanly fields balls hit directly to them three out of five times and attempts to field balls hit
within three to four feet of them (4)
Occasionally fields balls hit within three to four feet of them (5)
Fields balls four out of five times when hit within three to four feet of them (6)
Routinely makes all basic plays and some difficult plays such as turning double plays,
tracking deep fly balls and fielding hard grounders (8)
SCORE:

C. Base Running

(one choice- the most representative of the Team's skill level)

Needs direction on when to run (2)
Understands when to run, but will only move forward one base without coaching (3)
Has a basic understanding of when to take more than one base (4)
Has a fair understanding of when to run, sometimes looks to the coach for cues and direction (5)
Has a good understanding of when to run, knows when to tag up and run (6)
Has a complete understanding of when to run, how many bases to take,
and how to slide effectively (7)
Consistently able to pick-up and use the coach's direction (8)
SCORE:

D. Game Awareness

(one choice- the most representative of the Team's skill level)

Needs frequent coaching in offense and defense (2)
Has understanding of the most basic game situations (3)
Has a fair understanding of what to do in most game situations, but still requires coaching (4)
Has a clear understanding of what to do in most game situations, requires little to no coaching (5)
Is able to make the play at hand, also recognizing other action occurring
which may require attention-backing up other players, run down situations, etc (6)
Has a complete understanding of their role and teammates' roles, using that leadership to direct
play on the field (8)
SCORE:

SONA - Softball Skills Assessment for Individuals

E. Throwing

(one choice- the most representative of the Team's skill level)

Has difficulty throwing the ball on the run for any distance (2)
Is able to throw the ball on the run a distance of at least ten feet (3)
Regularly make throws of at least 25 feet (4)
Regularly makes accurate throws of up to 25 feet (6)
Regularly makes accurate throws within infield or from the outfield to a cut-off (7)
Regularly throws the ball accurately to any other position or player on the field,
with speed and velocity (8)
SCORE:

F. Pitching

(one choice- the most representative of the Team's skill level)

Has the right distance, but is consistently unable to get the ball over the plate for a strike (2)
Occasionally throws the ball in the strike zone, but without the correct arch (3)
Frequently throws the ball in the strike zone, but without the correct arch (4)
Occasionally throws quality pitches for strikes showing the proper technique and delivery (6)
Frequently throws quality pitches for strikes showing the proper technique and delivery (7)
Consistently throws quality pitches for strikes showing the proper technique and delivery,
mixing pitches to adjust to batter and count (8)
SCORE:

G. Catching

(one choice- the most representative of the Team's skill level)

Has difficulty catching most thrown balls (2)
Is able to catch balls thrown or hit directly to them (3)
Can catch some off target balls and occasionally those thrown or hit within two to three feet
of their starting position (5)
Frequently catches hit or thrown balls requiring movement from their original fielding position (7)
Regularly catches balls requiring movement, with exceptional speed to track balls
and the ability to leap high to catch rising line drives (8)
SCORE:
Total Score:
(Maximum Score = 56)

OVERALL RATING:

Special Olympics North America
Softball Rating Summary Form
Delegation:

Team Name:

Team Gender:

Age Group:

Total Team Rating:

Top 10 Players:

Bottom 10 Players:

(Add all scores and divide by number of players)

(Add top 10 scores and divide by 10)

(Add bottom 10 scores and divide by 10)

(If Unified, use top 5 partners & 5 athletes)

(If Unified, use bottom 5 partners & 5 athletes)

Summary of Individual Assessment
Please list player's in order from highest to lowest rating.
Athlete /
Name
Jersey #
Hitting
Partner

Fielding

Base
Running

Game
Awareness

Throwing

Pitching

Catching

Total

Overall
Rating

